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Why do patients want to make more use of their 
own health data?
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Figure 1. Current data use context 
and future ambitions

The participants gave feedback about health data formats and 
health data types. They also emphasised the need for training 
programmes and on digital literacy.
 
Regarding the data formats in which they view their records, 
citizens/patients shared a concern about disjointed data stored 
across multiple locations that does not represent the whole picture 
of their health record and is stored in a variety of formats. 
Typically, data is only partially available digitally as an electronic 
health record (EHR) and is not always downloadable or user-
friendly to read and understand. Paper printouts are reported to be 
the conventional format in which many citizens/patients gain 
access to health records.

Data types to which citizens do not have access, but would like to 
access, include those items that currently help manage their 
personal care and lifestyle decisions but would also help them to 
understand the impact of the treatments they have received.

These data could include comparisons with aggregated data on 
their condition (derived anonymously from similar patients); 
epidemiological data; and data/outcomes from studies in which 
they have participated. All these data should be available in a 
form that is easily understandable by citizens/patients and using 
lay language.

In the reverse direction, patients and citizens can now collect a lot 
of personal health data, such as lifestyle and symptom tracking 
and self-management of conditions, that is not shared with their 
health professionals and not taken into account in care decisions 
and planning.

Citizen/patient 
contribution to the EHDS

Focus group participants were presented with a spectrum of data 
uses. These spanned insights that might directly influence and 
improve the care to individuals, populations or health systems, 
through to many kinds of research use. 

The summary of these discussions supported the 3-tier concept 
for health data use adopted by DHE: usage for provision of 
individual care; population level data supporting learning health 
systems; and big health data supporting innovation and research. 
There was a generally positive view on the part of participants on 
these three di!erent kinds of use, including the possibility that 
these uses would be supported in the future through the EHDS. 

DHE Consultation with 
  citizens/patients on the European       
   Health Data Space

Participants were asked whether and under what 
conditions they would be willing to contribute their data 
to the EHDS.

Virtual Focus Group of patient and citizen representatives, October 2020.  Digital Health Europe project.



How do patients use digital health today?
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Track	health	state

Monitor	symptoms

Compare	with	others	

Learn	about	health	conditions,	treatment	options

Assess	impact	of	treatment

Document	side	effects

Set	personal	goals

Track	progress	towards	targets

Prevention	and	wellbeing

Activity,	sleep,	diet

Track	bodily	function
Adjust	dosage	to	fit	lifestyle

Know	what	to	discuss	with	clinical	team

Better	able	to	share	decision	making

Contribute	their	own	collected	data	to	research

Allow	their	clinical	data	to	be	used	for	research





mHealth is effective
▪ Remote tele-monitoring of patients 

with heart failure reduces 
hospitalisation, improves  cardiac 
function, reduces heart failure 
severity and improves patients’ 
physical and emotional well-being, 
improves quality of life and reduces 
future hospitalisations 

▪ In COVID-19, mHeath apps can 
estimate the probability of infection 
and help to prioritise diagnostic 
testing in individuals whose data 
suggests a moderate to high 
probability of infection
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https://tät.nu/

Efficacy	demonstrated	in	a	randomised	controlled	
trial	with	clinically	important	improvements	
regarding	symptoms,	quality	of	life	and	leakage	
after	three	months.	

Now	used	by	>140	000	women	in	more	than	100	
countries	
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Many kinds of health data are useful for research

All this data brings opportunities for large scale research studies 
to uncover new knowledge about disease, insights into health 

needs and novel ways to improve health outcomes

Health state

Health care request

Health problem
motivating treatment

Health problem not 
motivating treatment

Health condition

Health state

Activities to treat
health problems

Activities to
identify health conditions Assess needs

Plan 
activities

Perform 
activities

Evaluate

Assess needs

Plan 
activities

Perform 
activities

Evaluate

There is power in  
real world data



Consider a patient newly diagnosed with a raised  
blood pressure
▪ Which blood pressure treatment is the best one to start with? 
▪ There are several kinds of blood pressure lowering treatment a doctor 

could choose from
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Thiazide or thiazide-like diuretics Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors,  
angiotensin receptor blockers

Dihydropyridine or non-dihydropyridine  
calcium channel blockers

▪ Which kind is most likely to protect a patient from complications,  
like having heart attack, a stroke or developing heart failure?



The challenge with finding out

▪ All of these drugs have some benefit 
▪ The difference between them is small 
▪ It may take many years for a patient develop a complication from raised 

blood pressure 
▪ So, a large number of patients need to be studied over a long period to 

discover if one of these drug categories is better than the others
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The best choice?
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Thiazide or thiazide-like diuretics Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors,  
angiotensin receptor blockers

Dihydropyridine or non-dihydropyridine  
calcium channel blockers



What made this research possible?

▪ 4.9 million records of patients treated for high blood pressure 
▪ 9 large patient data bases in the US, Japan, South Korea and Germany 
▪ Able to look back at the records over several years 
▪ Able to extract data on 55 health and disease facts about each patient 

▪ It would have taken 22,000 conventional clinical trials to generate this 
much data! 

▪ The research took months rather than many years! 
▪ Low cost of conducting that research
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Some other research findings from real world data
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>700	million	patient	records new	cancer	risk	prediction

200	new	clinical	measurements better	cardiac	prevention

8,000	leukaemia	outcomes stronger	case	for	treating	elderly	

174,000	prescriptions quality	of	respiratory	treatments



How have research results been used by companies?

▪ A new drug to tackle a cancer that is difficult to treat, developed by a 
pharmaceutical company 

▪ An infusion pump that delivers a controlled dose of medication to 
somebody continuously while they are at work or home, developed by a 
medical device manufacturer 

▪ A smart monitoring system that gives the patient an alert on their mobile 
phone when a blood measurement needs urgent attention, developed 
by a health software company
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We need to conduct more research from health data
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The	roles	for	prophylactic	
versus	symptomatic	antibiotics

What	is	the	optimal	use	of	
urodynamic	testing?

What	is	the	most	effective	treatment	
for	urinary	frequency	and	urgency?

What	are	the	best	pelvic	floor	
muscle	training	protocols?

Which	are	the	most	effective	
catheter	regimes?
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If we are to scale up health data research, 
by many organisations, across many countries

▪ Patients and the public 
▪ Health and care organisations, and systems 
▪ Research users - public and private 
▪ Society as a whole 

• We need to find the right balance between protecting the individual and 
benefits for the individual - and society 

• This requires transparency with the public and engagement of the public
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 We all need trust 


